The model is a deterministic compartmental model describing the population aged 15 years and over, specified by a system of ordinary differential equations for the time-evolution of the number of individuals in different states. The time unit is the year.
Model structure
The model is a deterministic compartmental model describing the population aged 15 years and over, specified by a system of ordinary differential equations for the time-evolution of the number of individuals in different states. The time unit is the year.
Individuals are stratified according to sex (female/male), infection status (susceptible/infected), and sexual risk propensity (high/medium/low).
Susceptible males are classified as uncircumcised, uncircumcised waiting for circumcision, circumcised in healing period, or circumcised. Adult susceptible males who get circumcised go through each of those compartments sequentially. Susceptible males who are circumcised before the age of 15 enter directly the circumcised compartment. The proportion of men circumcised during adolescence ( 76% birth mc = in the Western Cape region of South Africa, 13% in Zambia) in each country was taken from data from the ZAMSTAR trial [1, 2] . Males can be infected in any of these stages.
Infected individuals are classified as untreated, untreated waiting for treatment, treated but not virally suppressed, and treated and virally suppressed. Untreated individuals who engage into treatment go through these compartments sequentially. Those in the two later stages can drop out of treatment, coming back to the untreated compartment.
Infected individuals are further classified in one of five disease stages: the first one is the early (or acute) stage, followed by one of four stages, defined by the CD4 level (Stage 1 corresponds to CD4≥500, stage 2 to 350≤CD4<500, stage 3 to 200≤CD4<350, and stage 4 to CD4<200). Whilst for untreated individuals, the CD4 count referred to in this classification is the actual CD4 count of individuals, for those on ART, it refers to the CD4 count individuals would drop to should they interrupt treatment. The model of progression between these stages was matched to reflect a recent re-analysis of clinical cohort data [3] (see next section, Figure  2b and Table S 4) .
Notations for the different compartments are described in Tables S 1 to S 
Characteristic Notation Detail
The acute infection is modelled by a separate state variable. For untreated individuals, the CD4 count referred to in this classification is the actual CD4 count of individuals; for those on ART, it refers to the CD4 count individuals would drop to should they interrupt treatment. Table S1 )). Infection stages are shown in superscripts ( k , see 
Parameterizing disease progression
Upon becoming infected, all individuals first enter the acute infection stage, lasting for a mean of 0.24 years [4] . Following acute infection, individuals may enter any of the CD4 stages CD4 >500, CD4 350-500, CD4 200-350, and CD4 ≤200, and individuals progress to the next lowest stage at a constant rate. Individuals in the stage CD4 ≤200 experience HIVrelated mortality. Parameters determining the proportion entering each CD4 cell count stage, p i initCD4 , i = 1,…,4, and the progression rate between each stage, ρ i , i = 1,…,3, were estimated by least-squares to obtain the closest fit to the percentage in each CD4 category annually for the first six years after seroconversion in recent model estimates based on European seroconverter cohorts (Figure 1 in [3] ). The rate of HIV-related mortality for those with CD4 <200, ρ 4 , was chosen to get an incidence of 35.2 deaths per 100 per year amongst those individuals [5] : For treated individuals, the model does not attempt to describe CD4 cell dynamics. Instead, the model captures in a simple stylised manner two important processes: the mortality of patients on ART and the CD4 level to which individuals drop when they interrupt treatment, which both depend mainly on the nadir CD4 count immediately prior to the initiation of ART and the time since ART initiation [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Here, we do not attempt to fit this part of our model to data. Instead, we use a similar simple assumption to Granich et al. [11] , specifically that treated patients progress through nadir CD4 count categories at a rate k σ which is half that of untreated patients.
Parameters relating to disease progression are summarized in Table S 4 . 
Fitted to data from [3] 4 k = : adapted from [5] Note that the mean survival time cannot be obtained from these alone since after primary infection individuals can directly enter low CD4 compartments. Proportion starting in each CD4 class after acute infection In a sensitivity analysis, we explored the impact of the intervention under the extreme scenario where 0 k σ = , that is, individuals on ART experience no HIV-related mortality, and p ρ k ρ when they interrupt treatment, they return to the CD4 count they were at immediately before initiating treatment. The corresponding relative reduction in 3-year cumulative HIV incidence was 59% in arm A in both countries and 27% (Zambia) and 26% (South Africa) in arm B, compared to arm C. These results are very similar to those obtained in the main scenario we considered ( 0.5
), which confirms that the model of survival and CD4 cell dynamics on ART will not dramatically affect the short term projections. Interestingly, the 10-year projections were also relatively similar in both scenarios (60% (arm A) and 30 to 32% (arm B) reduction in 10-year cumulative HIV incidence in the scenario with 0 k σ = , compared to 64% (arm A) and 29% to 31% (arm B) in the scenario with 0.5
Modelling testing, treatment and circumcision
We model separately a background process of HIV-related care, representing the current patterns of uptake of testing, treatment and circumcision services, and an additional process resulting from the intervention activities in the trial. Therefore the rates describing engagement into care are defined as the sum of a background term, and, for arms A and B and during the trial, an additional term describing the intervention. More precisely:
Background testing, treatment and circumcision Background (i.e., not linked to the trial) treatment programmes (recruitment and drop-out) were adapted from Granich et al [11] . Background HIV testing is not modelled explicitly. Instead, we model the rate at which individuals initiate ART, which encompasses both testing and successful linkage to care. We assume that only individuals with CD4<350 can initiate treatment. The rate at which they do so is modelled as a Hill function increasing from 2004 onwards, with a greater rate for individuals with CD4<200. More precisely, the rates at which untreated infected individuals enter the "awaiting for treatment" compartment is (depending on the CD4 category):
That is, prior to the trial as well as in arm C during the trial, there is no treatment initiation from CD4≥500 (τ 1 ) and CD4 350-500 (τ Regarding circumcision, we assume that, in all arms and both countries, a certain proportion of males are circumcised prior to entry into the modelled population at age 15. We assume these are fully circumcised. We do not model any adult circumcision outside of that offered as part of the intervention package in arms A and B:
.
Additional testing, treatment and circumcision in arms A and B during the trial In addition to this background process, during the trial, community HIV-care providers (CHiPs) teams will offer, in arms A and B, home-based testing every year during 6-months rounds in the intervention arms of the trial. These intervention rounds are scheduled to last 6 months: here we model these taking place from 1 st July to 31 st December, from 2013 to 2015. These annual rounds of testing are modelled by a constant number of tests offered each day during those time periods by CHiPs. Therefore the rate has to be multiplied by the proportion of those expected to be in X at time t who are actually still in compartment X at time t:
, which simplifies to . In arms B and C (as well as before the intervention and in the neighbouring communities), this additionally accounts for the fact that non-eligible individuals will not start treatment:
With this parameterization, in arm B, individuals who are tested at high CD4 counts remain in the "waiting treatment" stage until they reach CD4<350, after which they initiate treatment at a rate , that is on average after 4 weeks. However, these individuals have to come back for repeated CD4 counts before finding out they are eligible for treatment. But a large proportion of patients do not come back for these tests [12] , and if they do, it is at a much lower rate than individuals coming for their first CD4 count (national recommendation for pre-ART monitoring in Zambia and South Africa is once every 3 or 6 months depending on current CD4 count). To account for this effect, we assumed that in fact these individuals remained in the untreated compartments until they reached CD4<350 and were then revisited by CHiPS teams (i.e. ). They could then enter the "waiting treatment" stage at a rate (k=3 or 4).
Once circumcised, adult males go through a healing period that lasts on average Treatment failure and drop-out Individuals on ART can drop out (or have treatment failure). They are then assumed to go back to the "untreated" stage. They may then be re-started on ART at a later time. The rates of recruitment into care are the same for individuals who are recruited for the first time and others. We assume a fixed annual drop-out rate 0 ϕ , which can be expressed as . In a sensitivity analysis, we allow the annual drop-out rate to change to a new value in the communities receiving the intervention. The corresponding instantaneous drop-out rate is then calculated with a similar formula.
Parameters related to testing, circumcision and treatment are described in Table S 5 . Rate of treatment initiation after testing and deciding to get tested ( ) 
Contact patterns, relative susceptibility and relative infectivity
We use a model of assortative heterosexual sexual mixing between three sexual risk groups.
The risk groups are defined by decreasing rates of partner change: 1
f of the population in each group i is fitted. We assume partnerships are made preferentially within the same risk group, with a level of assortativity θ which is calibrated to fit prevalence estimates [17] . We further assume that within a partnership, unprotected sexual acts occur at an instantaneous rate which depends on the risk groups of the two individuals: it is the same for all partnerships between individuals of different risk groups, as well as partnerships between two mid-risk individuals; it is twice higher for partnerships between two high-risk individuals ( 1 2 ψ = ) and twice lower for partnerships between two low-risk individuals ( 3 0.5 ψ = ) [18] .
To allow for contamination, we assumed that 5% π = (in the central target scenario) of partnerships are formed with partners from outside the study community. This value is varied in sensitivity analyses. Parameters relating to risk groups and contacts are shown in Table S 6. Table S7 )
Proportion in each risk group Fitted (see Table S7 ) Assortativity Fitted (see Table S7 )
Relative rate of unprotected sexual acts within same-risk group partnerships Susceptibility is assumed to be decreased by circumcision, and infectivity to be greater during early/acute and late stage infection, and reduced in individuals on ART (but less so for nonvirally suppressed individuals). Men in the wound healing period after circumcision are assumed to have a decreased sexual activity, but an increased susceptibility per sex act, leading to an overall reduced susceptibility. Similarly, if infected during the healing period, men are assumed to be more infectious until the end of the healing period, but accounting for their decreased sexual activity, they are overall less infectious.
In a sensitivity analysis, we also investigate the possibility that individuals in the "waiting" stages benefit from the HIV counselling delivered with the test and therefore reduce their unprotected sexual activity, resulting in lower susceptibility and infectivity levels. We also allow possible changes in behaviours at the community level (i.e., in both infected and uninfected individuals) associated with the intervention leading to an overall change in the sexual contact rate by a factor .
bc i
Parameters relating to relative susceptibility and infectivity are shown in Table S 7 . Relative susceptibility and infectivity of different stages are also summarised in Figure 1b and Figure  2c . We assumed that the projected birth rates and population sizes taken from the literature represented projections under a scenario without interventions (i.e. arm C). We run the model p i under this scenario, and calculated the corresponding death rates. These death rates were then used as inputs for simulations run with interventions (i.e., arms A and B). This way, we assumed the same birth and death rates for all scenarios, but allowed varying population sizes according to the different scenarios. As a result, the population size in arm C was that taken from the literature, and the population sizes in arms A and B were larger because of reduced HIV-related deaths.
The adult population sizes ( ) N t and per capita birth rate from mid-1978 onwards were taken from http://www.un.org/esa/population/. The per capita birth rates were then divided by a constant κ representing the proportion of adults in the population ( for Zambia and for South Africa, same source) to obtain the per-adult birth rates .
The rate of sexual maturation was assumed a fixed 15 years, and we neglected child mortality, so that the rate of new entrants into the sexually active class was number of births 15 years ago. We assumed half of births were of each sex.
Demographic parameters are shown in Table S 8. 
Equations for the trial clusters
The following system of differential equations describes the dynamics of the number of individuals in each state: susceptible (1), acute infection (2), chronic/untreated infection (3), infected/waiting for treatment (4), infected/treated but not virally suppressed (5) and infected/treated and virally suppressed (6) . State variables are defined in Table S 3 and  parameters in Table S 4 to S 8. The epidemic in the cluster and in the neighbouring communities is seeded with 0.01% of the population, all males in acute infection, allocated to the three risk groups proportionally to their size. The time of seeding is fitted. 
A proportion π of sex acts takes place with individuals from neighbouring areas in which the epidemic is simulated using the same model without the intervention (i.e. parameters for those are as in Arm C). Moreover, a proportion of sexual contacts are assumed to be formed assortatively-with members of the same sexual risk group-while the remaining , are selected at random. Therefore the force of infection can be written as:
In the formula above, the s are the sum of all infected individuals of sex a and risk group j, weighted by their current transmission potential (accounting for relative infectivity of different stages), and rate of partner change, which depends on whether contact is assortative or not. For random mixing, partnerships are considered to be of intermediate length, that is on average . We also account for the fact that individuals can change partners or move to a different stage of infection before infecting their current partner: therefore we consider the relative likelihood of infection compared to other possible events, which explains the ratios in the equations below (see [4, 26] 
Equations for the neighbouring communities
The equations governing the epidemic dynamics in the neighbouring communities are very similar, but with:
, with similar formulas for 
Model calibration
The model was calibrated to national HIV prevalence curves as reported by UNAIDS [27] . More precisely, the parameter values shown in Table S 9 were chosen to minimize the mean squared relative error between annual prevalence predicted by the model and UNAIDS prevalence estimates from 1990 to 2007. The fits for both countries are shown in Figure 3 
Sensitivity analysis
• Influence of parameter calibrated to prevalence curves We assessed whether the set of parameter values chosen to match UNAIDS prevalence estimates had a large impact on the predicted reduction in HIV incidence. To do so, we explored, using a Latin hypercube sampling scheme, a range of parameter values for the parameters described in Table S 9 . We selected the 9 parameter sets (out of 9000) with best fits to the prevalence. For each of these, we then ran an optimization routine, starting from this parameter set, to obtain a neighbour parameter set with an even better fit to HIV prevalence. We compared the predicted reduction in incidence under these 9 final parameter sets to the original best-fit parameter combination. The 10 parameter sets are shown in Figure  S • Influence of process parameters We explored the sensitivity of the main outcome (3-year cumulative HIV incidence) on process parameters (shown in Table 2 ) to anticipate which of those would need to be monitored most closely as they are most likely to influence the success of the trial. We defined a best-case and a worse-case value for each parameter (see Table S 10) during the intervention in arms A and B (assuming that before the intervention and in the control arm parameter values would be the "central target" ones, see Table S 10) . For each country, we generated, using a Latin hypercube sampling scheme, a set of 1000 parameters drawn uniformly in those ranges and examined the resulting variability in the predicted 3-year cumulative HIV incidence in each arm. We used a linear model to explore the relationship between the 3-year cumulative HIV incidence (on the natural scale) and the process parameters: where is the relative reduction in incidence (in either arm A or arm B compared to arm C), the s are the coefficients of the regression, reported in Table 2 , and ε is the error term.
The relative importance of each predictor was quantified by its contribution to the total variance. This was computed using the method described in [28] , which performs a decomposition of the total variance that accounts for correlation between predictors. • Influence of the time period over which the intervention is carried out each year We simulated the intervention in arms A and B assuming that the intervention would be carried out over 6 months, 9 months or 12 months every year. We found that the relative reduction in cumulative 3-year incidence would be greater if the intervention was carried out over 6 months rather than 9 or 12 (see Figure S 7 ). 
